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Untitled, graphite on paper, 74 x 53 cm



Attraction & Revulsion

Aziz Sohail
 
The onset of industrialization in the UK in the late 18th 
century resulted in a paradigm shift in the production and 
consumption of objects. For the first time in human history, 
mass production, display and reception of goods became 
the norm. A world in which specialized creation had limit-
ed their market and audience gave way to a democratized 
access to things (for those who had the means to buy it).  
We are well aware of the resultant effects of this shift – 
from colonization of the rest of the world as a cheap source 
of raw materials for these goods and a market, to the funda-
mental processes of globalization as capital and production 
demanded limited borders. 

During this process of change, theorists and academics 
sought to locate this phenomenon, an unusual and ground-
breaking reality at the time. Baudrillard in his work, The 
System of Objects, critiques and unpacks the notion of 
commodity, speculating as to its future classification and 
relationship to the human. He states, ‘Our urban civiliza-
tion is witness to an ever-accelerating procession of gener-
ations of products, appliances and gadgets by comparison 
with which mankind appears to be a remarkably stable 
species’. He further says, ‘How can we hope to classify a 
world of objects that changes before our eyes and arrive at 
an adequate system of description?’ 

Bemusement of the relationship of mankind to commodity 
characterizes the practice of Imran Hunzai’s work, albeit 
in a more localized setting and in a new context. Hailing 
from Hunza, the artist has experienced a rupture between 
rural and urban, and generationally between his own child-
hood and that of his children. This influence is a key 
element in his work.

In his current body of work, Hunzai articulates this 
father-child relationship directly through two collages. He 
utilizes mass produced objects of consumption targeted 
towards this particular age group – candy and stickers. 
These materials are re-utilized to create portraits of his 
children. The single small particle is built and layered to 
create a larger work leading to images with multiple mean-
ings. In this regard, Hunzai also looks to art history and to 
politics of the gaze, as the final figure looks directly at the 
viewer. 



Untitled, candy wrappers collage, 76 x 102 cm



Untitled, wooden relief, 52 x 304 cm





Untitled, graphite and gouache on paper, 69 x 107 cm



The artist also utilizes raw materials for his final figures; 
commodities that are inherently necessary to our contem-
porary living – tissue paper, steel wool, electronic compo-
nents. These are fashioned into new objects, beautiful in 
their simplicity and accessibility, that in turn question our 
own relationship to them in their original state. The basic 
material of steel wool, used to clean dishes in the kitchen, is 
re-imagined as figures that evoke statues which could be 
found in a gloomy castle out of a Harry Potter fantasy. 
These new objects look solemnly at the viewer, quietly 
observing our own submission to desires and needs.

These needs and desires are directly attributed in two 
works in the show which utilize packaging of those things 
consumed by the artist himself. Deyan Sudjic in The Language 

of Things, states that ‘our relationship with our possessions 
is never straightforward. It is a complex blend of the know-
ing and the innocent’. Berger also suggests that objects are 
far from being innocent. In this context, the use of the 
cigarette and biscuit pack as a canvas for Hunzai to explore 
his own vexed relationship to these commodities is import-
ant. The artist physically and metaphorically unpacks the 
cardboard and re-utilizes it to create a narrative that 
borrows from personal history. A simple self-portrait on a 
Gold Leaf cigarette pack is a marker of his imprisonment to 
this narcotic drug and a sign of human submission to addic-
tion.

The biscuit pack is imagined in the context of childhood 
memory and history. Taking inspiration from the Pied 
Piper of Hamelin, which has already been appropriated by 
Peak Freans (a famous Pakistani biscuit brand), Hunzai 
subverts this symbol of capitalism for his own purposes. 
Many children and adults are familiar with the famous 
story of Pied Piper who helped out the rats-infested town of 
Hamelin through his song, and later in revenge for unpaid 
services, led the children out of town away to a promised 
land. Hunzai plays on the dual meaning of this symbol and 
its use as a commodity, by replacing the rats and/or 
children with donkeys. This relates not only to his personal 
relationship to nature, but also to humanity’s larger 
contentious link with other species which we harm 
through excess. Thus, through simple utilization of pop 
culture and imagery, Hunzai is successfully able to articu-
late his own anxieties and experiences. 



Untitled, graphite on cigarette pack, 25 x 30 cm 





Hunzai also subverts the symbol of the Coca-Cola bottle in 
order to highlight, uncomfortably, the real result of 
consumption and industrialization. The Coca-Cola bottle is 
iconic. It is designed to be what Deyan Sudjic would 
describe as ‘seductive’. Andy Warhol, through his own 
practice has appropriated Coca-Cola as a marker of mass 
consumption and culture. In this regard, Hunzai addresses 
the role of this object in its relationship to the environment 
directly. Plumes of smoke emit from the bottle which 
becomes a symbol of factory chimney. The resultant emis-
sion, itself seductive, threatens to take over the entire 
canvas. We have an almost contradictory revulsion and 
fascinating with the result, which in turn highlights the 
contradiction of our contemporary realities.  

A central element in this current exhibition is Hunzai’s 
large wooden relief, which romantically imagines a world 
free from human interference and excess, and showcases 
Hunzai’s strict training as a sculptor. A large block of wood, 
10 feet in length, is utilized to imagine a romantic, almost 
Disney-like world that unfolds as the viewer walks from 
one end to the other. It is a panorama of an ideal landscape. 
Vast trees look over a balanced environment, free from the 
vagaries of industrialization and pollution as animals and 
species live in harmony with their surroundings. If 
Hunzai’s practice speculates on the result of modernity 
that is unromantic, dirty and uncomfortable, then this 
work stands in direct contrast to it. It addresses the prom-
ise of development and of dreams and nudges them into a 
physical reality. 

Hunzai utilizes multiple mediums in order to create evoca-
tive and elegantly beautiful work which continues to 
illustrate an essential link to his own personal history and 
lineage which result in almost paradoxical notions of 
identity and self. Sudjic speculates that ‘it is just possible 
that we might be on the verge of a wave of revulsion against 
the phenomenon of manufacturing desire, against the 
whole avalanche of products that threaten to overwhelm 
us’. Hunzai, through his practice looks perfectly, articu-
lates the contradiction between seduction and revulsion of 
products and allows us to imagine a future when such 
commodities might indeed disgust, rather than attract us. 



Untitled, stickers collage, 85 x 85 cm



Untitled, graphite and watercolor on paper, 81 x 117 cm





The ‘Parliament of Things’

Lavinia Filippi

When exchanging information with Imran Hunzai about 
the new works he was producing for the show in Karachi, 
the artist wrote me:

 ‘I see my work as a debate between natural and ar-  
 tificial. I see natural as everything that sustained 
 and transformed according to other components 
 of nature. And artificial as something that affects 
 and destroys creatures, lives, physically/mentally’.

This statement made me think of the essay, We Have Never 

Been Modern (written in French in 1991 and translated into 
English two years later), by the philosopher and anthropol-
ogist Bruno Latour. 

In his book, the French scholar proposed an ambitious - as 
much as visionary – new form of governance: a ‘Parliament 
of Things’ where matters related to natural or to politics, as 
well as the discourses developed around them, would be 
studied by the public interaction of people, things and 
concepts, instead of by expert of each discipline. 

According to Latour, such revolution is needed because of 
the misleading distinction made between ‘nonhuman’ and 
‘human’, which is at the very foundation of ‘Modernism’. 
This incoherent dualism - which did not exist for ‘pre-mod-
ern people’, explains Latour – is no longer sustainable 
nowadays due to the growth in scale and speed of what he 
defines as ‘hybrid networks’. What he meant by this, is that 
when facing public contemporary matters – such as global 
warming, pandemic diseases, and biotechnological discov-
eries – a clear distinction between politics, science, popular 
and erudite discourses created around them, is not possi-
ble anymore.

   The title of this piece of writing is taken from the ‘Redistribution’, 
the last chapter of the book: Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been 
Modern, translated by Catherine Porter (Cambridge, Massachu-
setts: Harvard University Press, 1993). 
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Untitled, tissue paper and electronic components, 30 x 33 x 81 cm



Untitled, graphite on biscuit pack, 30 x 71 cm









Untitled, steel wool, 56 x 30 x 30 cm



Untitled, steel wool, 56 x 30 x 30 cm



One of the main factors that undermined ‘Modernism’, 
according to Latour, was the sudden realization of the 
global state of the planet. 1989 – which the philosopher 
defines ‘The Year of Miracles’ – was the year of the fall of 
the Berlin Wall. The event symbolized politically the fall of 
Socialism, ‘the triumph of the Western democracies’, or at 
least this is what it looked like at the time. But, it was also 
the year of the first world conferences on ecological issues 
and the moment of understanding that environment could 
no longer be dominated: ‘nature, over which we were 
supposed to gain absolute mastery, dominates us in an 
equally global fashion, and threatens us all’. 

The heart of Imran’s tangle is precisely the connection 
between the realms of natural and the artificial. His 
research ponders on the dichotomy between Nature and 
Culture, and his works are - somehow - visual suggestions 
of the web created by the complex links that Latour defines 
as ‘hybrid networks’.

When interviewing Imran Hunzai during the 2nd Islam-
abad Literature Festival    in April 2014 and questioning the 
reasons lying behind his choice of experimenting a number 
of heterogeneous materials, he introduced his answer with 
an anecdote about his parents visiting Islamabad.

Imran told me that his family, coming from the mountain-
ous valley of Gilgit – Baltistan, in the North of Pakistan, to 
visit him and his wife in the Capital, were shocked and 
somewhat irritated by the fact that the young couple would 
go to the market to buy their groceries and would then 
‘throw half of it’. What the wise parents meant was that 
half of the volume of what purchased was the packaging.

I recall this short story almost every time I buy something 
to eat or drink, or prepare it at home. Imran’s parents in 
the mountains grow agricultural products, raise animals 
and consume what they directly farm. Any scrap coming 
from the production of it, is minutely used for something 
else, and nothing is considered worthless. They do not 
produce waste, nor anything more than what they need. 
Also because the climatic conditions become severe in the 
winter - for every form of life - and any activity or transfer 
requires a logistical effort.

    The second edition of the Islamabad Literature Festival took place 
at the Margalla Hotel from 25 to 27 April 2014. During the event I 
curated the show ‘I.D.’, in which works by Imran Hunzai, were 
shown together with other artists such as Sajjad Ahmed, Sana 
Arjumand, Farida Batool, Imran Channa, Saba Khan, Nadia Khawa-
ja, Aroosa Naz, Risham Syed and Imrana Tanveer. As part of the art 
related talks of the Festival, a discussion between curator and 
artists had been organised.
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Imran Hunzai’s rigour comes from this heritage. He largely 
works with recycled materials and - thanks to his crafts-
manship – he seems able to transform what others might 
discard, in an aesthetically pleasant and technically 
irreproachable artwork. The manual and material aspect 
of his practice goes together with its conceptual framework 
and are both part of the artist’s research. 

Through his detailed-oriented sculptures and drawings, 
Imran analyses the current human condition and 
questions its future. As a father, he observes the influence 
of technology and media on his child’s behaviours; and 
imagines an environment with water, fauna, flora, but 
without people and their constructs. He also ponders on 
how the nature responds and opposes the presence of 
artefacts in his everyday life. And proposes a series of 
works where visual fairy tales, social and political condem-
nations, as well as portraits of relatives or domestic 
animals, are interwoven in an intricate knot of cross-refer-
ences. 

In his last series of works the artist proposed a handmade 
version at the popular technique of ‘photographic mosaic’, 
highly spread in advertising, marketing, entertainment. 
The photographic imaging process, inspired by the art 
movement divisionism, consists in the montage of small exist-
ing images in order to re-create a targeted larger one. At 
the end of the 19th century, following the rules of contem-
porary color theory, the neo-impressionists separated 
pigments into individual stroke, applied side by side in 
contrasting dots of color that, when seen from a distance, 
would merge to be perceived by the retina as a whole. 
Nowadays, this accomplishment is largely obtained with 
computer applications that select the right tone in a vast 
library of photographs to match every single particle of a 
targeted overall picture. In Imran’s works the final image – 
which subject can be as varied as a child’s close up, a 
butterfly or the world’s globe - is made by juxtaposing 
colorful candies’ wrapping papers or stickers representing 
cartoon characters. 

Through his latest body of work, Imran Hunzai proposes 
his personal condition and direct experience to reflect on a 
number of determinant factors of everyone’s existence. By 
doing so, he also suggests to what extent all these data are 
part of one, inextricable web.



Untitled, graphite on paper, 50 x 38 cm



Untitled, graphite on paper, 50 x 38 cm



Untitled, watercolor, graphite and collage on paper, 74 x 150 cm





Untitled, ceramics and oil paint, 11 x 15 x 33 cm



Artist’s Statement

I have spent most of my life close to Mother Nature, in an area where I used to 
witness the umbrella of Milky Way every night for six months, on the room of my 
traditional Hunzai home, set on the roof of the world. Hunza; where I used to inhale 
the perfume of mountain lilies. Hunza; where we had little food, but which was organ-
ic and pure. Hunza; where our elders passed on their wisdom, as we lived under the 
shadow of the highest mountain ranges as we played with clay, wood and stone. 

Today, in contrast, I see my child riding his bicycle round and round in a 10 by 10 
terrace. His view is a dump of garbage from the terrace, he wants to watch cartoons 
and eat chocolates and junk food. In his room, he has artificial glow stars. 

The experience of both conditions; a person spending this life in tune with nature 
and of a consumer as a victim of industry and materialism generates a dialogue and 
results in work that cathartically deals with these contradictions. 



Curriculum Vitae

Born 1979

Artist, Poet, Instrumentalist, Educationist

Education

2003-2006   Bachelors in Fine Arts (Sculpture), National   
    College of Art, Lahore

Work Experience 
 
September 2014 to Present Assistant Professor (Visiting), National Universi 
    ty of Science and Technology (School of Art,   
    Design and Architecture) 

January 2013 to Present  Assistant Professor (Visiting), National College of   
    Arts, Rawalpindi Campus

January 2012-January 2013 RVF(Regular Visiting Faculty), National    
    University of Science and Technology (School of   
    Art, Design and Architecture) 

January 2007-December 2011 Contractual Lecturer, National College of Arts,   
    Rawalpindi Campus

2009-2011   In-charge, Sculpture Thesis (NCA)

July 2007-July 2008  Visiting faculty, Fatimah Jinnah Women’s Univer- 
    sity, Rawalpindi 

2004-Present   Conducted  art  workshops  and  art  counseling   
    programs  in  several  cities  and  remote areas of    
    Pakistan

2003 -2006   Drawing instructor at Asif Sharif’s Art Studio,   
    Lahore

2004    Worked in THE POST (Khabrain Group of Newspa- 
    pers) as an illustrator and cartoonist

    Member of Burushaski Research Academy, which   
    has published the first ever Dictionary of Buru- 
    shaski language

2008-Present   Established  personal  studio,   where I practice    
    and  teach  several  subjects  of  art



Exhibitions

2004:  •Group show, Zahoor-ul-Akhlaq Gallery, NCA Lahore 

2006:  •National Group Show, Alhamra Arts Council, Lahore 

2007:  •Thesis Exhibition (Mechanical Thoughts), NCA Lahore
  •Group Exhibition, Alhamra Arts Council, Lahore
  •Group Exhibition, NCA, Rawalpindi Campus

2008:  •NCA Faculty Exhibition, Jharoka Gallery, Islamabad 
  •Drawing Exhibition, NCA, Rawalpindi Campus Gallery 

2009:  •Beyond The Frame, National Art Gallery, Islamabad 
  •Two Person Exhibition, Gallery 6, Islamabad 
  •Four Person Exhibition, IVS Gallery, Karachi

2010:  •1000 Words from Breakfast to Dreaming, Vogue Art Gallery,   
     Lahore
  •Spring Art Festival, Gallery 6, Islamabad
  •Farewell to 2010, Group Exhibition, Gallery 6, Islamabad

2011:  •30 Artists, Group Exhibition, Gallery 6, Islamabad
  •Wooden Woes, Solo Exhibition, Rohtas Gallery, Islamabad  
  •Annual Exhibition of 5 Artists from Pakistan, Vogue Art Gallery,   
     Lahore
  •Traveling Egg, Rohtas Gallery, Islamabad

2012:  •Ritual Casts, IVS Gallery, Karachi

2013:  •Group Exhibition, AQS, Islamabad

2014:  •Body Extensions, Solo Exhibition, Satrang Gallery, Islamabad
  •Sohni Dharti, Pakistan National Council of Arts, Islamabad
  •Identity, Group Exhibition curated by Lavinia Filipp, Islamabad   
     Literature Festival, Islamabad

2015:  •Residency Group Exhibition, National Gallery of Art, Islamabad
  •NCA & COMSATS Faculty Exhibition, Gallery COMSATS, Islam- 
     abad
  •Garden of Making, Group Exhibition, Swiss Embassy, Islamabad

Other Interests

  •Written  poetry  in  Burushaski  and  Urdu,  the  first  book  is  in    
     process  of  compilation  

  •Play  four musical  instruments (Violin,  Flute,  Sitar  and  Rubab)
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